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Introduction
In the depths of World War Two, teams with earth-moving equipment cleared a
large area of farmland between Hoton, Wymeswold and Burton on the Wolds,
putting in its place runways, dispersals, hangars and the necessary infrastructure for
the men and women who, by May 1942, would create a fully functioning
aerodrome.
For fifteen years it was an active, at times very active, RAF Station. In wartime a base
for training units that took part in active raids, after the war it supported initially one
Royal Auxiliary Air Force squadron and then the Wymeswold Wing with one
resident and one frequent visiting squadron in the defence of ‘Eastern Sector’.
Mainly volunteers, with attached regulars, many of the pilots and ground crew had
distinguished wartime records. Flying was mostly at weekends and, unlike regular
squadrons, members stayed with the squadron for many years. They developed
camaraderie and lifelong friendships as they prepared to fight for their country. War
was a recent memory. Accidents occurred at a rate that would now be considered
outrageous.
In the mid 1950s, when Britain’s aircraft industry was a world leader, the Rolls
Royce flight test aircraft moved in. At Wymeswold Rolls Royce flew aircraft that had
recently held world speed and altitude records; sonic booms were frequent. Then
three regular fighter squadrons came on detachment; for a while there were four
fighter squadrons flying, two regulars in the week and the Wymeswold Wing at
weekends.
I was born just after the war and brought up on a farm close to the western end of
the aerodrome, jet aircraft were part of life. To a young boy these events seemed
endless; some appeared earth-shattering - the appearance of the latest fighter, a pilot
doing aerobatics, a squadron taking off two by two, swooping back over or twenty
four fighters flying over to break, land and taxi past, pilots returning our waves.
Grace, skill, teamwork and inspiration! I have found that the memories of many of
those who served at RAF Wymeswold are equally clear and passionate.
In 1957 the fighters left and flying reverted to RAF basic trainers and aircraft being
serviced by Field Aircraft Services (‘Fields’). That was an interesting and varied time,
continuing until the Air Ministry no longer needed RAF Wymeswold. Fields then
moved to the East Midlands Airport and, after nearly thirty years, the aerodrome was
returned to farming and other uses.
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In its time RAF Wymeswold played a part in the defence of the country and the
development of aero engines that were used worldwide. This personal record has
been compiled from RAF Wymeswold’s Station Records and each squadron’s
weekly ‘Form 540’. I have been selective but have tried to give a true picture of
events following the original wording as much as possible. I have added my own
memories and the remarkably clear memories of some who served at Wymeswold.
Four contributors are especially noteworthy: Pat Hubbard, a local lad, served on the
ground staff and couldn’t get enough of ‘his aircraft’, first there in the mornings, last
away at night. Eddy Bell and Keith Hislop flew Meteors. Eddy spent many an
evening on the phone to me from Canada as I scribbled down his remarkable
memories, Keith wrote several outstanding letters that are essentially reproduced
verbatim. Finally, John O’Neill, who flew Hunters from Wymeswold with 257 Sqn.
Like many others they have all been generous with time and materials.
My thanks also go to Syd Ellis and Norman Bate who responded to my initial
request for information. This work is in their memory and that of all the personnel
who served at RAF Wymeswold. It is not a history of 504 Sqn but the squadron
does, of necessity, take centre stage. Thanks to Doug Seiffert, who penned the first
pages of a 504 Sqn history; Trevor Handley, the ‘official historian’ of 504 Sqn; Peter
Moore of the 504 Sqn Association; Ken Ellis and Roy Bonser who generously made
available so many photographs; likewise Gorge Webb of the Rolls Royce Heritage
Trust and Laurence Garey. A special mention for Rosemary Booth for her
instantaneous permission to use the photographs taken by her grandfather Frederick
Dixon and a heart-felt thank you to John Harrison, who terrier-like unearthed local
contacts and gave me so much support and encouragement. Finally, thanks to the
Wolds Historical Organisation for hosting this on their website (the natural place)
and Bob Trubshaw for all his help in making it happen.
All memories and photographs are of value. If you wish to contribute please contact
Richard Knight at rk540@outlook.com.

Richard Knight
February 2020

This is the history of an aerodrome, not an official document. It has been drawn
from memories and formal records and should give a reliable picture of what took
place. Any discrepancies are my responsibility.
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RAF Wymeswold
1946–47

Wymeswold’s resident Dakotas at the Battle of Britain Day open day.
(Illustrated Leicester Chronicle 27 Sept 1947)
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RAF Wymeswold control
tower, aerodrome
identification ‘WD’, emergency
vehicle sheds and Lancaster
(English Heritage)

A family group by dispersal 16
with resident Dakota. Probably
1947 (Richard Knight)
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RAF Wymeswold
1948–49
Reactivation of RAF Wymeswold; Arrival of fighters;
Summer Camp at Horsham St Faith; Spitfires to Meteors

The last Transport Command training Dakotas left RAF Wymeswold in 1947 and
residents of the local villages were becoming accustomed to peacetime – and
relative peace and quiet. The airfield was under ‘care and maintenance’ until, in
August 1948 a small group of RAF officers from 504 Squadron Auxiliary Air Force
visited to assess the available facilities.
In response to continuing world political instability, 504 Squadron had been
reactivated in June 1946 as part of the Auxiliary Air Force, continuing its prewar
part-time role. With the war a recent event there was no shortage of experienced
pilots and they were able to maintain operational standard by flying at weekends,
often attending lectures one evening in the week and taking part in annual twoweek camps to further hone their skills. Initially 504 Squadron AuxAF was
designated as a light bomber squadron and flew Mosquitoes from RAF Syerston but
it moved to RAF Hucknall, its old pre-war base, at the end of 1946.
By mid-1948 the squadron, now part of the now Royal Auxiliary Air Force and
commanded by an ex-Second World War Pathfinder Force pilot, Sqn Ldr Michael
Birkin DSO, DFC, AFC, AE, had been re-designated as a Defensive Fighter
Squadron, equipped with Spitfire Mark 22s and Harvard trainers but they were
earmarked as the first Royal Auxiliary Air Force squadron to re-equip with Gloster
Meteors. Hucknall was a grass airfield, able to support Mosquitoes and Spitfires but
it was not considered suitable for operating jet fighters hence 504 Squadron was
looking for a new home. RAF Wymeswold was eleven miles away, just over the
border in Leicestershire, sitting in a triangle between the villages of Wymeswold,
Hoton and Burton on the Wolds. It had been opened in 1942 with the standard
wartime three-runway layout, five hangars and thirty-six dispersal areas as well as
the usual accommodation associated with a military airfield.
The report from the recce party was generally favourable and with the stimulus of a
forthcoming upgrade to Meteors, the proposal was developed. At Wymeswold work
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was started on essential upgrades and by October the technical sites and most other
areas were reported as satisfactory although the occupation of the domestic
accommodation by ‘displaced persons’ (mainly Polish refugees) caused concern.

1949
By January 10th the Air Ministry’s administrative team had completed the necessary
paperwork and RAF Wymeswold was formally transferred from Transport to Reserve
Command. 504 Squadron sent a small maintenance party over, pending arrival of
the seventy-plus personnel that would make up the full-strength Station
Headquarters at RAF Wymeswold.
On January 17th, Ft Lts Ruck and Allen finalised the siting arrangements at the
technical location but renovation work was still under way to make the runways
fully serviceable and the communal site was still occupied. It was a long drawn-out
winter in 1948/49 and the poor weather conditions in early 1949 emphasized the
limitations of Hucknall’s grass runways, disrupted the planned flying programme
and provided further stimulus to move to Wymeswold’s concrete and tarmac
runways.
Wymeswold aerodrome is around 272 feet above sea level; to the west Charnwood
Forest rises in line with the prevailing wind but to the east there is little high ground
between the centre of the aerodrome and the Urals. When the east wind blows in
winter it is chilly. Although the views are good, aircraft handling requires
groundcrew with a hardy spirit. Heavy snow and subsequent slush did not make life
easy for the initial batch of forty airmen who were now living on-site. Sqn Ldr
J.R. Richie was appointed as the station commanding officer and RAF Wymeswold
was officially reopened in February 1949 with the RAF initially using the runways,
taxiways, the technical site and the communal site – the latter had now been
recovered from the Polish refugees. There were nine additional dispersed sites of
which Polish refugees occupied seven and two remained empty.
Under somewhat primitive conditions, temporarily billeted in the Sergeant’s Mess,
forty airmen set to and prepared the facilities and accommodation that would be
needed when all one hundred and twenty members of the squadron moved in,
although only around half of them would stay overnight. The squadron was made
up of a cadre of regular RAF personnel: four officers and fifty-five other ranks
alongside eleven officers and fifty other ranks of the Auxiliary Air Force. One of the
regular members was Bill Knight who remembers his initial time with 504 at
Wymeswold.
I was with 504 Squadron based at Hucknall, Notts in 1948 – 49 as a Group
1 instrument basher. We were equipped at that time with Spitfires and a
few Mosquitoes. I believe we also had an Anson or Oxford or maybe both
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but as I spent the whole of my service on Reserve Command and several
different squadrons and Comm. Flights with all the same sort of aircraft this
may not have been so.
After being there for some months we were informed that the squadron was
moving to a new base but as this was a deserted airfield a holding party
was being sent in advance. Somehow they picked my name out of the hat
and I found myself and my kit in a QL Bedford with half a dozen other
guys en route for Wymeswold.
It turned out to be both a bind and a blessing, the place was big and dirty
and damp but we were our own bosses, had no fixed duties, plenty of food
and took it in turns to cook. UGH! This doddle didn’t last long as they
found at Hucknall they’d sent their only instrument basher and all the
aircraft were grounded. Anyway, the QL was dispatched to drag Bill back
to Hucknall post haste. Eventually the time came for the move and our
weekend pilots arrived to fly the aircraft over.
Alas, all good things come to an end and we were soon inundated with
Special SPs, red tape, an MU and the like and it became yet another large
RAF Station with all the necessary hoo-ha but lacking the friendliness and
character we’d enjoyed.
Shortly I was on the march again and headed for 600 City of London
Squadron at Biggin Hill, but I’ve always had a soft spot for dear old
Wymeswold.
There was no single defining background for either the Auxiliary officers or airmen
in 504 Squadron; pilots and groundcrew, officers, NCOs and airmen came from
many different walks of life. Most had served in the RAF between 1939 and 1945
but the commanding officer also took on promising youngsters who joined as
Aircraftman Second Class, the lowest rank in the RAF.
Pilots were not trained ‘ab initio’ and were either ex-wartime pilots, had been
trained as part of their national service, or by the University Air Squadrons. The
well-publicised planned move from piston power to jets resulted in an influx of
would-be Auxiliary pilots so in 1949 the commanding officer was busy interviewing
and air-testing suitable candidates.
Eventually the weather relented and on Friday April 1st an advance party form 504
Squadron left for Wymeswold where, coincidentally, a NAAFI had opened that day.
The squadron’s aircraft followed the next day and the local population noticed a
new aircraft sound: not the soft, multi-engined purr of Dakotas but the tighter,
harsher, powerful growl of Griffon-engined Spitfire Mark 22s and the loud clatter of
the North American Harvard trainers.
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Above: The Loughborough
Echo reports the arrival of 504
Auxiliary Air Force Spitfire
Mk.22s at RAF Wymeswold.
Right: 504 Squadron Spitfire
Mk.22. (Loughborough Echo)
By Monday morning the squadron had completed its move but was without an air
traffic control officer so, as an interim measure, signals technicians fitted a radio set
that could be operated by a General Duties officer from the control tower. The
squadron noted its concern that aerodrome also did not have a VHF Homer (a Very
High Frequency radio beacon that guided aircraft to the aerodrome from their
current position).

504 Sqn Spitfire Mk.22. (Credit unknown).
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Maintenance of 504 Squadron Spitfire Mk.22. (Loughborough Echo)
In the late spring of 1949 the squadron started to settle in to Wymeswold with a full
flying programme, although, perhaps as a result of the move, attendance by
auxiliary personnel originally expecting to travel to Hucknall was ‘disappointing’. In
any case flying was rapidly curtailed because, as with many Spitfire squadrons that
moved from grass to concrete runways, their aircraft’s brakes were often overused
on the smooth surface, overheated and burned out. On requesting brake spares the
squadron was informed that there was a major shortage of these throughout 64
Group; as a result, by the end of 504 Squadron’s first month at Wymeswold,
although one hundred and thirty-three flying hours had been completed, only four
of their aircraft remained serviceable.
To maintain morale and set the scene for the eagerly awaited Meteors, the squadron
partly replaced these lost flying hours with a series of lectures arranged with Rolls
Royce technical specialists on jet engines.
By the end of May, in support of 504 Squadron, the Station strength at Wymeswold
had built up to around seventy percent of its full establishment with personnel
continuing to be posted in. The squadron also built up its assets and established a
steady routine over the next few weeks before temporarily moving bases on
9

504 Squadron Spitfire Mk.22
RAD-E. Bristol Freighter in
background. (Credit unknown)

June 29th for the summer training camp at Horsham St Faith, five miles north of
Norwich. The Harvard was flown down first after which the Spitfires flew out two at
a time starting at 0930 hours with pilots ferried back as necessary in an Airspeed
Oxford, which made several trips taking non-aircrew officers down. The main (other
ranks) ground party did not fare so well and had to travel by train on a seven hour
journey from Loughborough to Norwich and thence by truck to Horsham St Faith.
Summer camps were an important part of the RAuxAF’s annual programme, when
the whole squadron lived and worked together, honing their individual and
collective skills and strengthening their role as a fighter squadron ready to go into
action. The more experienced pilots were able to lead and guide their lessexperienced colleagues – some of whom were direct from University Air Squadrons
and on this occasion at Horsham St Faith, several pilots had their first solos in a
Spitfire.
Back at home base and not participating in all the flying and social activity,
Wymeswold aerodrome became unnaturally quiet although there was some traffic
in July 1949 when the Duchess of Kent arrived in a Viking of the King’s Flight and,
separately, the Duke of Edinburgh used Wymeswold as a terminal during a visit to
Nottingham.
The squadron’s pilots, the auxiliaries in particular, had experience ranging from
several with a great deal of wartime experience to relative newcomers. This was
highlighted in September when 504’s planned participation in Exercise ‘Bulldog’
was cancelled at the last minute. Although a Transport Command Handley Page
Hastings had already taken some of the Regulars to RAF Chivenor the weather at
Wymeswold deteriorated and a short weather test flight by one of the senior pilots
showed such poor conditions that it was decided ‘the risk to younger pilots was not
justified.’ In October another example of inexperience cropped up when one of the
‘newer’ pilots removed the tips of his Spitfire’s propeller blades by taxiing into a
static water tank.
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504 Squadron Spitfire Mk.22
RAD-A. Sergeant Pilot Syd Ellis
on the right. (Via Syd Ellis)

September however was good for public relations and a five aircraft fly-past, led by
Sqn Ldr Birkin was made at The Meadows in Loughborough and three additional
displays were given elsewhere in the Midlands.
In October Spitfire training continued in parallel with preparations for the big
change to jets – 504 Squadron had the honour of being the first auxiliary squadron
to be equipped with Meteors. On October 17th two Meteor T.7s arrived to start 504
Squadron’s jet training, followed on the 19th by the first two single-seat F.4s and
shortly after that another four. By the beginning of November eight Spitfires were
‘up for disposal’ and the airfield had been re-allocated from Reserve to Fighter
Command. The weather did not recognise the momentous nature of the change and
hampered 504 Squadron getting to grips with the new aircraft. As a result only nine
and a half flying hours were logged in November, mainly in the Harvard trainer and
frustratingly none in Meteors. There was however plenty of ground-based activity
with lectures on various aspects of the ins and outs of flying Meteors.
1949 came to an end with the weather continuing to not play ball with just over
nine hours flown in December and the pilots frustrated. There was some limited jet
flying on two occasions but after the second of these both T.7s were declared
unserviceable – after only one flight each. At last, on December 1st an Air Traffic
Control Officer, Fg Off Eric Polak, was posted in. Domestically improvements to the
accommodation progressed but too slowly to have the Airmen’s Mess ready for
Christmas (it took another six weeks). Although the station closed for the Christmas
festivities thirty-one airmen remained on camp over the period and, on Christmas
Day, in keeping with RAF tradition, the Station and Squadron Commanding Officers
together with all available Officers and NCOs served the airmen with Christmas
dinner.
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RAF Wymeswold
1950
Meteors in force; Summer Camp at Horsham St Faith; Aerodrome ‘attacked’;
Exercise ‘Emperor’; Pierced steel apron.

The first weeks of 1950 were a little easier for flying with thirty-eight hours logged
and the Meteor T.7s active, with several of the weekend fliers going solo in jets for
the first time. As the weekends passed, Meteor flying became the norm, with
notably higher attendance by the auxiliary pilots, accompanied occasionally by the
unmistakable flat clatter of the Harvards.
Although the station was mainly being used at weekends, there was no doubt of its
active status and following a visit by Staff Officers, a letter was received relating to
hangar security, the photographers section and medical issues. Flying was serious
and sorties with up to six aircraft were launched from Wymeswold to intercept
fighters from other squadrons acting as the enemy. In turn this was supported by
lectures on the best tactics to use when attacking bombers such as the B-29 and
B-50. To ensure that the Meteor could be used to its full capability, topics on its
operational use were fully covered in lectures for both flying and ground staff,

Arrival of 504 Sqn’s first Gloster Meteor F.4s.
(Loughborough Echo via W B Baguley)
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504 Squadron Meteor T.7 and F.4s (squadron code RAD) on grass (no concrete
apron) circa 1951 Hangars 2, 3 and 4 in the background. (Via W.B. Baguley)
including one on how to deal with ‘Double Extinctions’ – the urgent problems
arising as a result of the loss of power from both engines at the same time in a twinengined jet fighter. A few weeks later, Fg Off Freddie Little found this guidance
invaluable when, after taking off from Wymeswold and climbing east to twenty-nine
thousand feet, his Meteor suffered a double extinction. Home base was out of reach
and he settled for RAF Bottesford near Newark, where he made a successful forced
landing but with much-reduced control. As a result although undamaged, his
aircraft ended up bogged down at the end of its landing run. It was recovered the
next day and the relieved pilot flew it back to base.
As well as the danger of double extinctions, early jet flying was always sensitive to
high fuel consumption. Local weather conditions could change quickly
necessitating rapid decision-making and a forced diversion. This problem was
accentuated because homing facilities and ground-controlled approaches were very
limited at Wymeswold at the time. ‘Beam Approach’ systems that had been taught
to wartime trainee pilots were no longer available so when the weather closed in
there was little chance of making a successful return. To extend its range the Meteor
504 Sqn Meteor T.7 RAD M
and Wymeswold control
tower. (Via W B Baguley)
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Aiden Crawley, Secretary of State for Air visit. Control tower and emergency
vehicle sheds in the background. (Via W.B. Baguley)
was being fitted with a long, large ventral fuel tank, giving it a slightly middle-aged
or even pregnant appearance: the part-time pilots were fully briefed on its use and
by mid-summer ten of 504 Squadron’s aircraft had completed the modification.
In 1950, only ten years after the Battle of Britain and with jet fighter pilots
surrounded by the aura of being demigods, the number of pilots signing up for and
regularly undertaking their weekend flying commitments increased, helped further
as the days lengthened and the weather improved. On Sunday April 2nd twenty-six
sorties were completed with snake climbs to twenty-five thousand feet followed by
battle formations and descents. Six of the auxiliary pilots stayed on to fly on the

Secretary of State for Air visit,
Syd Ellis 5th left, next to Aiden
Crawley. Far right Dave
Fairbanks. (Via W B Baguley)
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Aiden Crawley, Secretary of State for Air visit. (Via W.B. Baguley)
Monday and by the last Sunday of the month a settled pattern had been established
by groundcrew and aircrew when forty sorties were flown between 1130 and 2000
hours, with all aircraft refuelled and put away in No 1 Hangar by 2100 hours.
The importance of the station’s activities at this time was highlighted by an informal
visit from the Under Secretary of State for Air, the Rt Hon Aiden Crawley on the 16th,
who, following a general inspection, was given his first flight in a jet as passenger in
a Meteor T.7, making headlines in the local press. Emphasizing the informal nature
of the visit, after his flight the Secretary of State ‘took tea in the Officers Mess’.

Aiden Crawley visit.
Sgt Syd Ellis third from left.
(Via W B Baguley)
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Early summer developed its routine of limited activity in the week but busy at
weekends. On June 3rd a five-ship Meteor formation led by Flt Lt Beardsall, with
Fg Offs Wilson, Briggs, Hatfield and Pilot 2 Ellis (Pilot 2 was the rank for a noncommissioned Sergeant Pilot, to shortly be replaced when all pilots were
commissioned) was flown at an air display at Derby Airport and to complete the
afternoon’s entertainment Fg Off James provided a solo demonstration.
Unfortunately the serious side of aircraft activities at Wymeswold was also shown
when, next day, on the ground, a sergeant was hit and fatally injured by a taxiing
Meteor.
For the weekend of June 10th–11th Wymeswold was relatively quiet when 504
Squadron flew to Horsham St Faith for an overnight stay. An evening sortie was
carried out by all pilots and on leaving for home the squadron gave their hosts ‘an
excellent formation fly past’ before returning to make a run and break over
Wymeswold. The rest of July and August was occupied by regular weekend flying
and preparations for the summer camp. A cocktail party for Sqn Ldr Birkin was held
on July 22nd to mark his retirement from command of 504 Squadron, handing over
to the newly promoted Sqn Ldr Jimmy Beardsall.

Summer Camp 1950 Horsham St Faith
At 0930 on a warm and fine Saturday August 5th, with visibility of three to four
miles, nine Meteor F.4s and two T.7s took off for summer camp, joined up in
formation, made a well-received ‘showing the flag’ flight over Nottingham and then
flew down in good squadron form again to Horsham St Faith. The squadron
commander and adjutant followed later in the day in two F.4s. As well as the
Meteor activity, a civilian Vickers Viking was used to run two ferry flights, taking
most of the remainder of the ground party while the bulbous shape of a Bristol
Freighter lumbered in to transport trolley accumulators, charger stores and general
kit. On arrival at Horsham St Faith the Squadron was dispersed at the Station Flight
Nissen hut (Orderley Room) and in adjacent tents and marquees. The airmen –
sixteen NCOs and sixty-six Cpls/other ranks were accommodated in barrack blocks.
The next morning the dispersal became consolidated and fully organised; ventral
tanks were fitted on the Meteors, the aircraft fuelled and prepared for a full flying
programme the following day. They started early - with a squadron parade at 0715
after which the day’s activities continued with flying starting from 0800 hours until
early afternoon when the tempo relaxed with trips to nearby Cromer and other
attractions to bathe and relax. On the Sunday evening thirty-five airmen went to
Great Yarmouth in a coach chartered by Sgt Tug Wilson but ‘with the Sdn Ldr as
guarantor’!
The squadron was operating as two flights: ‘Operations and Air Firing’ and
‘Training’. Operations Flight undertook such activities as tactical formations,
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instrument flying, sector reconnaissance, snake climbs to thirty thousand feet, high
level controlled descent through cloud) (Q G H in RAF radio shorthand) and low
flying while Training and Air Firing Flight ran defensive formations at twenty
thousand feet, 0.76 Mach runs, tail chases, dual air-to-air cine firing and active airto-air firing. A typical day launched twenty-plus sorties each lasting around an hour.
While its residents were very active in Norfolk, RAF Wymeswold entered its
summer quiet period, interrupted by occasional fleeting returns of small formations
of 504’s Meteors. On one of these the flight returned to find they were an aircraft
short and heard that the Meteor F.4 flown by Pilot 2 W.C. Cox had been forced to
ditch in the sea. The aircraft ditched tail down, hit the water, bounced three times
and then, in the following nine seconds, sank nose first. Fortunately Cox was able to
get clear below the surface and re-appeared at the same time as the tail
disappeared. The pilot had the forethought to land reasonably close to a collier
because he was carrying no Mae West or dinghy. The crew of the collier, owned by
the Southern Gas Executive, picked him up after fifteen minutes in a ‘white horse’
sea. He was exhausted when picked up but recovered rapidly. He was later landed
at Grimsby and after spending the night at RAF Immingham was collected the next
day from RAF Manby in a Meteor 7. The loss of one of Wymeswold’s aircraft was to
some extent moderated by the knowledge that it was the first successful ditching of
a Meteor F.4 on the high seas.
Another Wymeswold Meteor was less seriously damaged that week when Fg Off
Archie Wilson’s aircraft was hit by debris from cannon shells while he was flying at
three hundred feet during an air-to-ground firing sortie.
These accidents apart, the remainder of the camp continued according to plan
although the summer weather disappeared later in the fortnight.
At the end of each runway were two identifying numbers that reflected the compass
direction; the main runway at Wymeswold towards the east was marked ‘08’ being
on 080 degrees and towards the west was marked ‘26’ being the reciprocal, on 260
degrees).
The arrival of Meteors at Wymeswold became a very recognizable event. When
approaching the aerodrome at high speed for a combat break, generally into
runway 26, the two Rolls Royce Derwents powering the Meteor could be heard
some way away with a characteristic somewhat musical, muted trumpeting Doppler
effect, supported by a ‘blue note’ partly generated by the airflow over the gun
openings on the nose. The sound gradually increased in volume until, over the
middle of the aerodrome the aircraft executed a crisp climbing bank to the left and
with an abrupt cut of power changed from urgent hurrying to a whoosh that faded
into a gentle whistle as the aircraft settled into the downwind leg while the
undercarriage doors opened and the undercarriage lowered. When two or more
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were flying in formation (as was the norm) the sound effect was even richer with a
slight unevenness from two or more sets of engines slightly out of synchronisation.
On the 19th this sound, now familiar to the local population, broke the temporary
peace as the squadron’s aircraft returned to home base from Horsham St Faith.
In September with the flying routine at Wymeswold back to a normal training
programme and involvement in sector exercises, the aerodrome itself was warned of
a potential ‘attack’ from saboteurs, enemy partisans or irregular troops, and attack
by enemy forces infiltrated by land or airborne. Preparatory defence forces were
organised involving seven officers and ninety NCOs and airmen from both the
station and 504 Squadron. Fortunately for all, and a surprise for residents in Hoton,
a relief column drawn from the North Midland District trundled down Wymeswold
Road and spread out on the surrounding farms strategically siting anti-aircraft guns
and laying temporary wires for field telephones along hedges. The roof of Halfway
House (halfway between Hoton and Wymeswold, opposite the centre of the
airfield) was used at a platform for snipers to cover the action. All returned safely to
base apart from some of the telephone wires that were still in evidence several years
later.
Anticipating the winter weather and to improve ground conditions on the flight line,
pierced steel plating was laid on the grass apron between the 504 Squadron hangar
(No.1) and the ATC building. This improvement facilitated activities over two
weekends in October as part of exercise ‘Emperor’ when the station supported 504
Squadron’s periods of readiness and interceptions of ‘enemy’ Mosquitoes, B-29s
and Wellingtons over an area from Sheffield in the north to Stamford in the south
although the defenders were reported as being thwarted by radar jamming on the
final day of the exercise.
Sat October 7th
1200

Eight aircraft, A and B Flights placed in readiness

1305

B Flight scrambled. Three aircraft of the Flight ‘destroyed’ a B-29
aircraft.

1435

A Flight scrambled. Four Meteors were intercepted; three
claimed as ‘destroyed’.

1615

B Flight scrambled. A B-29 was ‘destroyed’.

1730

Red section of A Flight scrambled. Intercepted eight plus B-29s,
one claimed as ‘destroyed’.
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Sun October 8th
0945

Squadron at readiness

1010

A Flight scrambled. Two Anson aircraft claimed ‘destroyed’ over
the Wash.

1210

B Flight on runway standby.

1234

B Flight scrambled. Five Wellington aircraft intercepted; three
claimed as ‘destroyed’ over Sheffield.

Dusk

The squadron stood down

Sat October 14th
1145

Squadron at readiness

1300

Squadron scrambled. Fourteen+ Wellington aircraft intercepted
over the Northampton area. Thirteen were claimed ‘destroyed’.

1715

The squadron scrambled and carried out a standing patrol in the
region of the Wash at twenty-six thousand feet.

Sun October 15th
0945

Squadron at readiness

1002

Squadron scrambled and intercepted three Mosquito aircraft, one
of which was claimed as ‘destroyed’.

1145

Squadron scrambled (six aircraft only) and claimed ‘destruction’
of a B-29 over Horncastle and seven out of eight plus Wellington
aircraft over Boston.

1315

Squadron scrambled. Intercepted and ‘destroyed’ a single
Wellington over Stamford.

1500

B Flight scrambled. Carried out a standing patrol in the
Lincolnshire area at sixteen thousand feet. No interceptions were
made due to radar jamming.

1700

Squadron released from the exercise.

The next few months, running into 1951, with typical late autumn/early winter
weather, were relatively quiet, as runway unservicability and poor flying conditions
with heavy snow limited the available time at weekends.
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RAF Wymeswold
1951
Three month mobilization; Civilian visitors;
Deployments to Acklington and Horsham St Faith

Political pressures were developing as a result of the start of the war in Korea: both
the Station and 504 Squadron were alerted and drew up their mobilization scheme
plans by the end of February. This was followed by a visit of army personnel for
three days to carry out a reconnaissance for the siting of AA guns around the
aerodrome.
In March the resident squadron posted sixty-two flying hours but the 18 th proved to
be a tragic day. The squadron lost three aircraft, all Meteor F.4s. Because of bad
weather two were diverted to Waddington where they crash-landed and were
seriously damaged, although fortunately the pilots, Fg Off Hatfield and Fg Off
Hibbert were unhurt. The third was a fatality when Sgt Pilot Godsell’s aircraft was
lost near Desford while on a tactical training exercise flying in formation through
cloud.
In June the Station Command at Wymeswold changed when Sqn Ldr J.R. Richie was
posted out. Sqn Ldr D.D. Martin replaced him. As the weather improved, noise
levels lifted as activity at the weekends built up. Six to eight aircraft were normally
lined up in front of the hangar and one hundred and eight flying hours were logged
in May and a further one hundred and sixty in June. The demonstration season
started, Sqn Ldr G.J. Beardsall led a formation of six Meteors in a formation
demonstration at Rearsby followed by a solo aerobatic display by Flt Lt Beckett.
Also undertaking Meteor aerobatics but this time over Wymeswold, Fg Off P.I.
Briggs was performing when the fire warning light came on for his starboard engine.
Fortunately he was not at the most critical point in his manoeuvers, was able to
extinguish the fire and made a careful single-engine landing.
On a lighter note at a weekend party Flt Lt James set alight both himself and the
ladies hat he was modeling. The cost was reported in the squadron records as £29s-8d in cash... with accelerated baldness! More quietly, the station had yet another
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royal visitor – the Duchess of Kent en route for Leicester. The station was also visited
by a Territorial Army Light Anti-Aircraft unit to which 504 Squadron applied low
level attacks on the airfield at the end of each sortie.
The accidents took a tragic turn on July 7th when another pilot was lost. Fg Off Elliott
reported being over Loughborough and short of fuel. Although he managed to fly
over the aerodrome and turn into finals he crashed into a hayfield on approach to
runway 26 and was killed. The farmer and workers in the hayfield were convinced
that he put himself in danger by swerving at the last minute to avoid them. It would
appear that one engine cut out and his aircraft lost stability. The Meteor was
notorious for its difficulty in handling if one engine was lost at the final stages of an
approach.
Eight feet out on either side of the fuselage the Derwent engines each produced
3500 pounds of thrust and either one was capable of maintaining flight under
normal conditions. Loss of an engine however meant that all the thrust was coming
from one wing and this produced a strong force that was trying to swerve the aircraft
sideways. At cruise speeds and above this could be countered by using the rudder
and rudder trim could be wound on to remove excessive foot load. However as the
speed fell so the foot load increased and the desire of the aircraft to swing side-on
to the airstream got steadily stronger. With full power on the live engine a strong
pilot could keep control down to a hundred and thirty knots but it required an
exceptionally strong push on the rudder bar to do so. Any slower than this and
power had to be reduced or the aircraft would go into an uncontrollable roll
towards the dead engine. Below a certain speed, the slower the aircraft flies, the
more power needed to overcome drag. Under these circumstances reducing power
might mean a fatal loss of height. This asymmetric problem caused the loss of a
significant number of Meteors and pilots. Fg Off Elliott, who had less flying
experience than many in the squadron was probably in this category.
As in March, the problems came in threes. Later the same day, although fortunately
with no injury, Meteors piloted by Flt Lt James and Fg Off Briggs collided while
taking evasive action to avoid an unidentified aircraft. Although the pressure head
and mainplane for Briggs’ aircraft and a turbine tail pipe for James’ were damaged,
both managed to land safely. The following day Fg Off Baxter’s Meteor experienced
an engine vibration and failure over Boston but he managed to return it safely to
base. Not a weekend for the squadron to remember fondly but at this time, just six
years after the end of the Second World War, such accidents were probably taken
as the norm.
As the Korean War became more intense, plans were made to call-up the entire
force of auxiliary flying squadrons and in the middle of July planning became
action; 504 Squadron started a three-month programme of continuous training. The
reality of continuous training hit both the squadron and station. Full
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AVM Atcherley (centre) with
504 Squadron’s Harvard
RAD-X in the background.
(Via W.B. Baguley)

accommodation had to be provided for the influx of auxiliary airmen and postings
in of regular airmen that raised the effective strength of the station to four hundred.
Although initially accommodation and messing facilities were severely strained the
system adapted and soon proved adequate. A much higher level of flying activity
also had to be supported with two hundred and thirty-six hours flown in July –
successfully exceeding the squadron’s target for the month.
On July 16th Flt Lt Powling organised a guard of Honour for the Secretary of State for
Air, Aiden Crawley, who made his second visit in recent years to Wymeswold. This
time the visit was official but still ended with tea in the officers’ mess. The next day
another VIP, Air Vice Marshall ‘Batchey’ Atcherley, Air Officer Commanding No.
12 Group, arrived. This caused some excitement among the personnel at
Wymeswold because ‘Batchey’ was something of a legend in the RAF at the time,
having been one of the pilots flying the Supermarine S6 that won the Schneider
Trophy in 1935 and since then had established an impressive reputation as an
excellent pilot and leader as well as an individual of significant personality.
Ostensibly his visit was to investigate the serviceability problems associated with
the acute shortage of spares often associated with smaller establishments (fuller
reserves would be held at larger units) but no doubt the recent accidents and
incidents would also have been included in discussions.
‘Batchey’ Atcherley’s reputation was apparently somewhat overpowering for some.
In 1988 Sqn Ldr Jimmy Beardsall reminded Syd Ellis of his ‘performance’ during
Batchey’s visit although Syd said the Sgt Ellis that Beardsall referred to didn’t sound
a bit like the one he knew! Batchey was talking to squadron members and came to
Sgt. Ellis.
Batchey:
Syd:
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‘What’s your name Sgt?’
‘Ellis sir.’

AVM Atcherley’s visit.
(Via W.B. Baguley)

Batchey:

‘Were you flying during the war?’

Syd:

‘Y... .y... yes S... s... sir.’

Batchey:

‘What squadron were you on?’

Syd:

‘… I... I... can’t remember S... s... s... sir!’

Batchey:

‘What aircraft were you flying?’

Syd:

‘... I... I... can’t remember S... s... s... sir!’

Batchey:

‘Who was your commanding officer?’

Syd:

‘... I... I... can’t remember S... s... s... sir!’

Batchey:

'You were on our side weren’t you?’

A few days later the station hosted a third VIP visit, this time by Air/Cdr FinlayCrerar, Inspector of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
Alongside generating a higher sortie rate, the aerodrome and squadron staff made
the necessary preparations for impending moves first to RAF Acklington for
armament practice camp, followed by a full-time flying programme at Wymeswold
then on to Horsham St Faith for intensive exercises. In the first days of August, three
Dakotas of 12 Group made trips between Wymeswold and Acklington carrying
equipment and personnel, with the Meteors and a Harvard flying up the same day.
The squadron Navigation Officer, Doik Veitch, did not join them at Acklington
because he had volunteered to attend a refresher course that clashed with the camp.
During the course he was flying in a Varsity navigation training aircraft with a
number of Air Training Corps cadets when the aircraft collided with a Harvard
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French Courlis here at
Sherburn in Elmet. Called into
Wymeswold when lost en
route July 20th 1951. (WebYorkshire Aeroplane Club)

trainer. At the ‘moment of truth’ Doik, who had been wearing a parachute, took it
off and strapped it on a cadet who hadn’t. He then pushed the cadet out of the
stricken Varsity, saving the young cadet’s life but sacrificing his own when the
aircraft crashed.
There was of course much reduced activity at Wymeswold with the squadron away
although some return visits were made. One was made by a Harvard, piloted by
Sgt Syd Ellis with Cpl Bevan as passenger. They intended returning for the weekend
for family reasons but experienced an airframe fire en route and had to crash land
on the disused airfield at Breighton near York. Syd remarked on the not-surprising
excitement this caused with his passenger but when safely on the ground both made
equal haste on their exit! The Harvard was reduced to salvage; no doubt Syd’s skill
as a pilot played a significant role in their survival.
During this (relatively) quiet period when 504 Squadron was at Acklington two
separate pieces of French aviation passed through Wymeswold: first a civilian
Courlis, a four-seat twin-boom pusher-prop aircraft, unexpectedly dropped in when
the pilot, M Kogltgem got lost en route between Gatwick and the Yorkshire
Aeroplane Club's 1951 International Air Rally at Sherburn in Elmet. He and his
passengers, M. and Mme. Jacques Robert of Paris, continued after a little guidance.
The Courlis safely arrived at Sherburn in Elme

Contemporary photo of French
Airforce Stampes of the
Patrouille de France aerobatic
team that used Wymeswold as a
temporary base in 1951. (Tom
Pharo)
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This was followed three weeks later, while the station was again relatively quiet, by
three Stampe biplanes from the Patrouille d’Etampes, the French Air Force aerobatic
team based at Nantes, to give a display at Leicester East.
Also in the summer of 1951 Wymeswold was used as a loading point for an Auster
Mk.6 being transported from the Auster factory at Rearsby to Singapore.
The squadron returned to full-time activity at home base in mid-August and started
the third phase of the three-month continuous training programme involving twenty
flying hours per pilot. Poor weather did not help but two hundred and eighty-seven

The Auster Mk.6 was flown
from Rearsby to Wymeswold,
taken apart, loaded into a
Valetta and flown to
Singapore. Auster Heritage
Group. Aircraft News July
1951 (www.austerhg.org)
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hours were recorded for the month and serviceability was good. Their exercises on
the 31st were typical: guided by Ground Controlled Interception (GCI), eight of 504’s
Meteors intercepted Lincoln bombers from RAF Waddington. Although flying was
restricted mid-month to ensure high rates of serviceability in the final weeks of the
Continuous Training, the higher levels of activity continued through September and
October
Other commitments had to be fulfilled; Battle of Britain day was supported by a
low-flying demonstration by four meteors led by Fg Off Briggs at RAF Newton. On
the ground morale had to be maintained amidst raised working hours; the squadron
scored a victory over the station at the station sports day and the station cinema
opened – only to close a few days later with technical problems with the projector.
Two days after Battle of Britain day, the chubby shape of Valettas appeared again at
Wymeswold to ferry personnel and equipment to Horsham St Faith for the final
phase of their call-up. Ten Meteors were flown down and while squadron activity
heated up, the regular staff kept RAF Wymeswold open as a diversion airfield and
special W/T (Wireless Technology) watches were maintained between 0800 hours
and 1700 hours daily in support of Exercise Pinnacle. One night RAF Wymeswold
was required until 2200 hours and another until 0100 hours; on that occasion a full
flare path was laid ready for use.
The squadron was involved in much activity at their temporary Norfolk base and, as
well as individual training at Horsham St Faith there were long periods at readiness,
amid the excitement of regular scrambles to intercept high and low-level forces of
attacking bombers. On the afternoon of the final day of the exercise Sqn Ldr
Beardsall led his squadron to intercept sixty-plus high-speed bombers at thirty
thousand feet and above, leading to a ‘frightening melee’ of aircraft fighting a
running battle to the outskirts of London.
The finale of their stay at Horsham St Faith saw them flying as part of a forty-eightaircraft formation, noted in the squadron record as a ‘hair-raising effort’ not least of
which was the excitement caused by the combined slipstream from the leading
aircraft further down the runway on those at the rear which registered ‘fantastic’
airspeeds while remaining stationary!
After this excitement the squadron began to pack up camp for the return to home
base. On Friday October 12th Wymeswold received its first three Meteors back
accompanied by a Valetta transport and, on the Saturday, weekend life returned to
its auxiliary normal when Sqn Ldr Beardsall led a formation of eight Meteors home.
After a suitably crisp military arrival and break they were greeted enthusiastically by
the groundcrew, most of whom had been ferried back by the previous day in the
Transport Command Valetta.
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504 Squadron Meteor F.4 landing at Wymeswold circa 1951. (Via Ian O’Neil)
So the three-month call-up ended, with station and squadron worked up to full
operational pitch. A total of one thousand accident-free hours had been flown, an
interesting contrast with the incident-strewn weeks immediately prior to call-up and
an indication of high skill levels and excellent maintenance. Several units that had
been temporarily attached to Wymeswold departed and from a peak of four
hundred and nineteen officers and men on strength on October 12 th, the next day it
was down to its normal two hundred and seventy-three. After a very busy three
months the squadron stood down and the station was closed for two weeks which,
the official record ambiguously shows, ‘allowed the Controller to go on leave’.

Leicester Mercury front page
October 12th 1951.
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504 Harvard RAD-X. (Via W B
Baguley)

After this, flying to the year end was back to its weekend rate of around thirty
Meteor hours flown, while other development work at the station continued; sites
were located to store rubble that could be used filling runway damage in the event
of bombing and a bomb disposal unit was called in to remove suspected enemy
bombs in a field by the married quarters. Pupils at Burton on the Wolds primary
school – who expected loud bangs at any time – greeted the latter news with
enthusiasm! In December members of the 12 Group Communications Flight based
at RAF Newton visited to discuss the issues around them moving to Wymeswold, as
the airfield surface at RAF Newton was ‘not good’. It is not clear what type of aircraft
were involved but Wymeswold came under the umbrella of No 12 Group (whose
headquarters were at Newton) and their operations from Wymeswold became a
common occurrence, notably when ground conditions were wet.
There were also tentative enquires from No 12 Group regarding the move of No 34
Squadron flying Beaufighters and Spitfires at Horsham St Faith, to join 504
Squadron at Wymeswold. It was agreed that the squadron could be accommodated
but no further action transpired; 34 Squadron was subsequently disbanded.

504 Meteor F.4 TM-A in new squadron marking. (Credit unknown.)
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RAF Wymeswold
1952
Developing the aerodrome: ASPs and ORPs; Hints of Rolls Royce;
Repairs to the main runway; Summer Camp at Celle

Major developments were underway. First it was planned that in January 1952 the
squadron’s well-established Meteor F.4s would be exchanged for more powerful
F.8s and the Equipment Officer was sent to Horsham St Faith to assess what issues
this might generate. Second, Wymeswold airfield had originally been designed for
bombers and built with scattered dispersals but it was now supporting fighters,
generally housed in the hangars and requiring a suitable non-grass operating and
servicing area nearby; for this a large aircraft servicing platform (ASP) was planned
in front of Hangars 2 and 3.
Also, since a fighters’ role was to respond quickly to threats from enemy aircraft,
operational readiness platforms (ORPs) were to be built at each end of runway
08/26. All this work would take about six months. Flying would continue but the
airfield lighting would be out of commission and re-routing of cables to the two
bunker fuel installations would be necessary.
The original bomb stores had been built on the north side of the airfield in and
behind the New Covert wood, between dispersal areas 7, 8, 11 and 12. Now a new,
more conveniently-sited explosives area was being made ready to be used ‘….
when the necessary telephone at the main entrance had been installed’. As well as
this, reflecting the active status of the airfield, a light anti-aircraft (AA) unit visited
RAF Wymeswold to site their guns as they would be responsible for the AA defence
of the airfield in times of war.
As a result, military activity at Wymeswold had to continue around the civilian
contractors and the station engineer had his men reorganize the sodium flare path,
noted by the pilots as a vast improvement. Mixing fighter aircraft with contractors’
vehicles and workmen was a challenge to the safety officers. Warning notices were
erected at obvious danger points and a system of green and red flags hoisted on the
ATC building had to be introduced in conjunction with positioning the ATC caravan
on the starboard side of runway 26. The flags would indicate to vehicle drivers
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Supermarine Attacker F.1 WA497 used as a test aircraft by Rolls Royce at
Wymeswold January 1952. (Credit unknown)
whether it was safe to use the perimeter track. The system worked and no accidents
were reported.
In January 1952, alert spotters noticed a new, unusually-configured jet aircraft
occasionally flying from Wymeswold: the rather tubby-fuselaged, straight-winged
Supermarine Attacker WA497. This was a flight test aircraft being used by Rolls
Royce. Unusual for a jet-powered aircraft the Attacker had a tail wheel that, to an
extent, seemed to compromise its otherwise graceful design when it was on the
ground. It was making use of the runways at Wymeswold (even in their poorer
condition at the time) while its grass base with Rolls Royce at Hucknall was
constrained by weather conditions – one reason why 504 Squadron had moved. In
February the Attacker returned to Hucknall but its short stay had initiated what was
later to become one of the most interesting periods in RAF Wymeswold’s history.
On the ground, Signals section was moved out of the part of building 66 that it had
been occupying to be taken over by the Station Armoury, giving a better layout for
the Armoury as a whole and allowing one room for the ‘extensive storage of arms’.
Wall racks were made in-house to accommodate all weapons and ‘war
deployment’ stocks of ammunition had been received and accommodated in the
new explosives area. At the end of the month the Air Officer Commanding’s Staff
Officer undertook a detailed examination of all aspects of the Unit’s armaments,
expressing satisfaction throughout.
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The married quarters were not in such good condition, having been stripped of
internal fittings and plumbing by the previous occupants. A full-time guard was now
put on the buildings (perhaps a bit late) and it was found necessary to spend £200
per quarter to make them fully habitable.
Just off the airfield the local police were asked to keep the public clear of the roads
running at right angles to the ends of the main runway, especially the Prestwold to
Hoton road that was only some two hundred yards away and directly in line if an
aircraft under or overshot the runway. (One Meteor had caught the boundary fence
the previous year). ‘NO PARKING’ notices were put on the road edges and
occasional checks by the police were undertaken. Despite these notices, many
motorists did park under the approach to Runway 08 although as soon as the local
bobby arrived (on his moped) they quickly took off knowing he had no chance of
catching them.
Those of us on bicycles however had less opportunity to flee. But on the one
occasion when I was caught, looking wistfully at the cars disappearing up the road,
I asked the bobby ‘Do I have to go as well?’ ‘No’ he said kindly, ‘you are all right’.
Whether that meant a Meteor crashing into me and not a car was less of a problem
to the authorities was not clear but I like to think he was just being kind to an airminded boy.
The ATC reported two hundred and eighty aircraft movements in March, two
hundred and twenty-six local and fifty-four visitors, all the responsibility of just one
control officer, one runway controller and two operations clerks. There was
unspoken relief when they were joined by five auxiliary airmen who had enlisted
with the intention of gaining sufficient general service and ATC experience to
become qualified air traffic control staff.
In March signs of wear on the main runway (08/26) had become even more
noticeable. This had to be dealt with. The runway had not been resurfaced since it
was built ten years previously and large patches of tarmac were being blown up
from the concrete base by jet exhausts, so the shorter 03/21 runway, having a better
surface, was used for takeoffs and the main runway restricted to landings. The
northern perimeter track that would eventually lead into the new ORPs was off
limits to aircraft: and pilots taxiing between the hangars adjacent to the areas being
prepared for the large ASP and the runways had to undertake extreme caution.
Despite all this, flying was maintained and the new Meteor F.8s, notable externally
for their angular tails, were brought into use without significant problems. The new
aircraft were introduced to the local press in less-than-ideal weather conditions but
enthusiastic reports were published, adding impetus to a current squadron
recruitment drive. This had the required effect and in the first four months of 1952
forty new recruits were signed on, bringing the squadron close to its establishment
of one hundred and thirty-eight airmen.
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On May 24th the Station commanding officer, Sqn Ldr D.D. Martin, was surprised by
the information he received during a visit to Wymeswold by Mr Horrox and
Capt Hayworth from Rolls Royce. He was informed that ‘discussion had been going
on between the Ministry of Supply and the Air Ministry for the use of RAF
Wymeswold by Rolls Royce on a semi-permanent basis’. This was ‘the first
intimation’ Sqn Ldr Martin had been given ‘that any arrangement of this kind was
being considered’. The strength of his indignation is indicated by the addition of a
separate, personally signed sheet of paper deliberately put ‘on the record’ and
attached to Wymeswold’s Form 540 for May 1952. It seems obvious that he felt
that, as the station commanding officer, he should have been part of the decisionmaking process. He reported these facts to HQ 12 Group.
His concern perhaps centred around the implications of a ‘semi-permanent’ basis
because he previously reported a successful meeting with representatives from Rolls
Royce on January 14th when he agreed with a proposal that Rolls Royce should use
RAF Wymeswold whilst their own airfield at Hucknall was unserviceable, stating
that he could accept this commitment. Sqn Ldr Martin would also certainly have
been aware of the Attacker flying from Wymeswold at the beginning of the year!
A visit was made by the Rolls Royce chief test pilots, Heyworth and Johnson, to
assess the cost of the rehabilitation of No.5 hangar, which stood alone on the southwestern side of the airfield, away from the main operational servicing areas. They
were looking for a suitable temporary base for their flight test operations while a
runway that could accommodate modern jet aircraft was built at Hucknall.
Work on the Aircraft Servicing Platform (ASP) and Operational Readiness Platforms
(ORPs) continued over the summer months while the main runway was temporarily
patched and brought back to full operational status more quickly. In May 1952,
with good weather, four hundred and thirty-eight air traffic movements were
recorded with one hundred and ninety-five hours from Meteors and twelve from
Harvards. In June, with No 597 Light Anti Aircraft Regiment, the Meteors took in
‘Exercise Flamingo’; the LAA Regiment were deployed on the northern side of the
airfield and 504 Squadron carried out dummy attacks on their positions. Later in the
month five Chipmunks and a Harvard of the Aberdeen University Air Squadron
arrived for their summer camp contributing one hundred and thirty-four movements
compared with 504 Squadron’s two hundred and twenty.
Wymeswold also assumed administrative responsibility for a VHF/DF Fixer site at
Astley and a party of officers visited the new satellite on May 16th; it was not until
three years later that Wymeswold had its own VHF/DF towers. There was a small
open day on the Whit Monday for all families and friends of Regular and Auxiliary
airmen; over 500 people attended and were treated to a flying display by members
of 504 Squadron.
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RAF Transport Command
Hastings at Wymeswold taking
squadron staff to summer camp
at Celle 1952. (Norman Bate)

What might have been a very significant meeting took place on June 3rd when
Group Captain Kippenburgher and representatives of the United States Air Force
visited the Station to explore the possibilities of using Wymeswold as a USAF fighter
base. This did not happen but it is interesting to imagine what that would have
meant for the Station had it been followed through.
On July 19th 504 Squadron pilots flew their new Meteor 8s the two hours to 2 nd
Tactical Air Force unit at Celle, Germany, for a fifteen day summer camp, the
ground crew being transported by Transport Command Hastings, providing some
excitement for local watchers. At Celle the experience gained by the three months
call-up showed its benefits and the now well-integrated ground and flying teams
worked very successfully. There was a preponderance of training in squadron
tactical formations and flying targets for the month were well exceeded. Although
working hard, with 0600 hours starts, squadron members were able to relax some of
the time and visit local items of interest.

504 Sqn Meteor F.8s at Celle
1952. (Norman Bate)
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504 Squadron Meteors on
dawn patrol, Celle 1952.
(Norman Bate)
Back at base, in response to concerns over post-war food production (food rationing
was still in force) the use of the airfield for fodder production had been agreed
earlier in the year, leaving only the grass adjacent to runways and perimeter tracks
kept short. However, in July suggestions were taken further, proposing that
extensive ploughing of land within the perimeter track should be permitted and the
commanding officer felt he had to object. His main reasons were doubtless
concerns over the safety of flying operations but his formal rebuttal of widespread
ploughing focused on the reduced availability of fodder for local livestock and that
nearly all areas outside the perimeter track were already farmed. Combining the
main activities of a fighter station with local farming not to mention civilian
contractors must have been nerve-wracking.
As far as flying was concerned, the station went quiet from mid-August to the end of
October while the main runway problems were finally dealt with. The contract to
resurface the main runway had been delayed but was finally let to Workworth
Quarries with the instruction to add a single layer of tarmac to the existing surface;
the Clerk of Works at Wymeswold was of the opinion that three layers were
necessary, forecasting that further resurfacing would be necessary later. It is not
known whether one or three layers were finally applied.
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504 Squadron Meteor F.8 after
air-to-air firing (sooty nose by
cannons) Celle 1952. (Norman
Bate)

The Meteors moved to RAF Newton, a grass airfield some ten miles north of
Wymeswold on August 17th and the airfield officially closed, although two RCAF
Sabres from North Luffenham were unexpected visitors on the 21st urgently
requesting permission to land as they were short of fuel. Replenished, they returned
safely to their base. Work on the runways began in earnest; by the end of September
virtually all work on the ORPs and perimeter tracks was complete, the main runway
resurfacing was on track for completion by the middle of October (when the
Meteors were expected to return) and only perimeter and main runway lighting
remained to be installed. In October a start was made on building a Cathode
Ray/Direction Finder (CR/DF) building in centre of the airfield on the triangle of
ground between the three runways.
On October 12th, having participated in Exercise ‘Ardent’ as a Wing with 610 and
611 Squadrons RAuxAF and detached from RAF Newton to RAF Hooten Park near
Birkenhead, 504 Squadron’s Meteors flew back into Wymeswold, appreciating the
smoother ground conditions (although the work was still not entirely finished with
some obstructions still needing to be moved from the ends of the subsidiary
runways).
The squadron very much appreciated once more working from home base;
organising a squadron from Wymeswold but flying from Newton had proved to be
‘a little taxing’ although squadron morale and aircraft serviceability remained high.
Twenty pilots were now on the books of 504 Squadron and there was a total
strength of one hundred and thirty-nine against the proposed full establishment of
one hundred and sixty. To maintain good relations with the auxiliary pilots’
employers, a Management Guest Night was held in the Officers Mess that the Air
Officer Commanding attended to emphasize to the guests how important and
valuable was their continuing support.
On their return to Wymeswold in October 1952, 504 Squadron’s aircraft availability
declined briefly with three Meteors due for Minor Inspections, one awaiting a
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mainplane, one a down-lock on the undercarriage and one on loan to West
Raynham.
To the end of 1952 weekend flying was again the norm and often one or more pairs
of aircraft were seen taking off to practice tactical formations but weather – notably
fog – intervened on several occasions. The squadron’s Meteor T.7 was lost shortly
after takeoff from Horsham en route for Wymeswold with an Air Ministry auditor as
passenger. Both occupants were killed; the pilot was the Training Officer who had
only been posted to the squadron in the September and six of the squadron’s pilots
made the journey to Cornwall for the funeral.
With the loss of the T.7 the squadron’s Harvard was more in evidence again, flying
25 hours in December. For the first time a Meteor F.8 was used at Wymeswold to
tow the flag target. This was a large canvas banner attached to a suitably long nylon
rope that kept it far enough behind the towing aircraft to permit live firing without
endangering the towing aircraft.
It was always a thrill to the younger onlookers when the allotted tug aircraft lined up
for take off a hundred yards or so further down the runway than normal, waited
while the towline was attached to its rear underside and then proceeded to fly as
normal but with a long ‘tail’ attached.
If the flag survived the journey to the Lemon Bank at the Wash and back as well as
being shot at, it would be dropped over the airfield on return. The cannon shells of
each attacking fighter would be dipped in different coloured paints and their colour
was recorded when they made a hit.
Fog and snow arrived in December and an Avro Anson piloted by the new station
commander, Wg Cdr Randall, skidded when landing at home base, striking two
holes dug by the civilian contractors for the installation of runway lighting and
damaging the undercarriage; fortunately no one was injured. Wg Cdr H.G. Randall
DFC had taken over command of RAF Wymeswold from Sqn Ldr D.D. Martin, the
appointment of a Wing Commander rather than a Squadron Leader indicated the
increasing importance of the Station to the RAF.
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RAF Wymeswold
1953
The Wymeswold Wing; Coronation Flying Review;
Summer Camp at Sylt; Exercise ‘Momentum’

The weather relented somewhat in January 1953, which was a ‘normal’ winter
month and at long last all runways and perimeter tracks on the airfield were now
serviceable. For the first time use was made of the newly-built operational readiness
platforms at the ends of the main runway and surveys were made to site
telescrambler buildings to serve them. Also for the first time the resident squadron’s
Meteors were flown as a Wing alongside those of 616 Squadron RAuxAF then based
at Finningley (they later moved to RAF Worksop). Initially the squadrons took off
from their respective home bases and met up, guided by Eastern Sector, in
opposition to Metropolitan Sector. After successful interceptions at thirty thousand
feet both squadrons descended on Wymeswold and made the most of the new
facilities. Virtually doubling the number of aircraft on the airfield attracted local
interest and 616’s squadron markings – a pair of yellow diamonds on either side of
the fuselage roundel – were a visually exciting change from the green and red
banners of 504 Squadron.
In February, winter weather hit again on Friday 20th. with more fog and snow,
causing the cancellation of a planned Sector exercise but bringing three F-86 Sabres
as unexpected emergency visitors. However, it cleared sufficiently for another Wing
exercise to take place, making the final weekend of the month very busy with the
‘Yellow Diamonds’ again operating from Wymeswold. Although the ORPs speeded
up the time needed to scramble aircraft they must have been cold places to sit and
wait for the call to action. Despite the weather, one hundred and twenty-five Meteor
hours and thirty Harvard hours were recorded for 504 Squadron but the
replacement Meteor T.7 was being mechanically troublesome and ‘not paying its
way’.
Weather problems eased in Spring; three hundred and twenty-five flying movements
were recorded over the weekends in March with one hundred and fifty-six for the
resident 504 Squadron, the best in March since the squadron had re-formed – as the
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The approach lighting at the
Wymeswold end, leading into
runway 26.

official records show, doubtless highlighted to make sure the powers-that-be were
aware of such a good performance. Highly effective working between the regulars
and auxiliaries, ground and aircrew was also noted. They produced a high level of
aircraft availability that continued into April. Six of the seven available days were fit
for flying and over those days two hundred and seven flying hours were
accumulated by 504 Squadron with one Saturday producing forty hours. At the time
this was another post-war squadron record for hours flown on a single day.
Activities including night flying at the end of the month, giving all involved valuable
experience of night operations in jet fighters. Night flying tended to be just after
dusk on a Friday evening, an attempt to minimize disturbance to the local
population but generating excitement in the schoolboy sections!
Interceptions from Wymeswold under the control of Eastern Sector were a key factor
in operations and on the final weekend in April, as part of a wider Fighter Command
exercise, the Meteors of both squadrons in the Wymeswold Wing were tasked to
intercept Canberra bombers and high-flying fighters. After the last scramble, 504
Meteors were diverted to refuel at RAF Linton on Ouse before making it home
indicating that the chases must have been lengthy.
By May 1953 the airfield was developing into a capable base for fighter operations
although plans were still not complete to ‘rehabilitate’ RAF Wymeswold and bring
it fully up to the ‘minimum acceptable standard for peacetime’. It was allocated RAF
Langar as a wartime satellite airfield, approach lighting was installed at each end of
the main runway and the CR/DF equipment was declared fully serviceable.
Although not yet fully calibrated it could be used for homings and ‘QGH’s’ – service
terminology for the talk down of an aircraft to final approach by an air traffic
controller.
The airfield was busy in May, recording three hundred and forty-eight takeoffs and
landings overall and 504 Squadron recorded three hundred and ninety-one flying
hours. The weather was one hundred percent and Meteors were launched on air-toair exercises (eighty-one successful sorties out of ninety-five), sixteen pilots fired a
total of ten thousand rounds on the flag target, the average of hits ‘improving to four
and a half percent’ with a lower stoppage rate than the Group target (credit to the
engineers). On the middle weekend of the month they were tasked with being
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504 Squadron Meteor F.8s photographed taking off and from Runway 26. circa
1953. (Richard Knight)
targets for other Meteors and Sabres on low level ‘rats and terriers’ exercises one day
and high level flights the next. Some night flying was also undertaken, pilots
doubtless appreciating the new approach lights.
Wymeswold’s enhanced capabilities to support fighter aircraft were further put to
the test in June 1953 when, as well as supporting the squadrons in its own Wing, for
a fortnight it was used as a temporary base for operations by two Regular Air Force
Meteor squadrons, 43 and 222 from Leuchars, Fife. They were taking part in the
mass fly-past of RAF aircraft for the Coronation Flying Review in the first week of
June at RAF Odiham, Hampshire. 504 and 616 Squadrons were not part of the flypast so continued operations as normal but these, like the fly past on ‘the big day’,
were influenced by inclement weather.
It is not clear which of the facilities 43 and 222 Squadrons used, particularly as
there was a good number present – movement records show one hundred and
fourteen takeoffs and one hundred and forty-two landings so (by arithmetic) an
additional twenty-eight aircraft were accommodated – although the difference
between takeoffs and landings for 43 and 222 Squadrons in July was recorded as
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504 Squadron Meteor F.8 landing on runway 08. (Eric Belcher)
thirty-seven! The visiting squadrons were noted parked close to hangar 4,
apparently using the southern end of runway No 3 (32/14). For at least one of the
double-squadron take-offs the shooting of Very lights (flares) signalled the start of
activities, shortly after which a stream of Meteors were seen coming down the
taxiway past No.5 hangar, ‘nodding’ as brakes were touched before turning right at
the bottom to line up and take off from runway 08. As was typical at the time,
squadron markings were prominent, with 43 Squadron’s Meteors sporting a black
and white chequerboard while 222 Squadron’s CO’s aircraft stood out with the
vertical element of its tail covered with red and blue checks.
July brought another interesting summer camp for 504 Squadron, this time at RAF
Sylt. The squadron’s aircraft and supporting transports flew out on July 11 th and
returned two weeks later on the 25th although without one Meteor T.7 that had been
damaged in an accident (see below). The squadron managed to ‘steal’ 11 hours in a
Vampire T.11 at Sylt but did not bring that back as a replacement for the T.7.
The airfield was in Germany close to the Danish border, connected to the mainland
by a causeway but had good ‘open flying areas’ over the North Sea so exercises
were mainly air-to-air.
August brought with it Exercise ‘Momentum’, with two weekends of very full flying
as a Wing from Wymeswold with 616 Squadron coming down from Finningley so
that both squadrons could use the same operating airfield. This totted up the flying
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Top: 504 Squadron Meteor F.8
taking off over Prestwold Lane
circa 1953.
Centre: 504 Squadron Meteor
F.8 landing onto Runway 08
circa 1953.
Bottom: 504 Squadron Meteor
F.8 landing over Prestwold
Lane circa 1953.
(All by Richard Knight)
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hours, two hundred and ninety-two sorties were dedicated to the Exercise and 504
achieved forty-nine hours on one Saturday, the best of the year to date thus creating
yet another positive record.
The exercise necessitated full use of the ORPs at the runway ends so the level of
activity at the western side of the airfield, by Hoton, was high with several Meteors
of both squadrons lined up ready to scramble while other Meteors were parked
close by on the old dispersal circles. The weather was good at the weekend with the
sun shimmering on wings, a heat haze over the runway and pilots relaxing in the
warmth in the manner often shown for the Battle of Britain pilots at readiness.
Although the summer weather in 1953 was not always the best, flying hours were
on target and September continued the routine with each weekend busy, seven of
the possible eight weekend days being flown. Although the airfield lighting was not
yet finally completed (it could not be switched on from the ‘A’ Centre and the
control panel was not yet connected in flying control), the airfield runways and
perimeter tracks were fully lighted for night flying on every Friday evening for the
dusk to dark period. The final weekend again brought 616 Squadron in, flying ratsterrier exercises, during which a Meteor of 616 Squadron crashed, fatally injuring
the pilot. This was the first serious accident associated with RAF Wymeswold for
some time.
October’s typical autumn ‘mists and mellow fruitfulness’ produced morning fog and
poor visibility on several occasions with only two days fit for flying and, to cap it all,
on the final day of the month all the Meteors were grounded for checking of the
wing leading edge attachment strips. For the first time that year, flying hours were
below target but November, with wing leading edges declared serviceable, was
more like normal. 616 Squadron returned again for weekend residence and there
was continuous activity on the aerodrome from Saturday mornings to Sunday
evenings.
Teamwork in 504 Squadron’s ground crews was running smoothly with high
serviceability for the Meteor F.8s but the T.7 was more problematic and seen less
frequently through the autumn, awaiting a servicing party to solve a hood defect. A
replacement hood had been supplied but it was a bubble canopy to fit an F.8, not
the greenhouse structure of the T.7. With limited numbers of personnel available in
the week improvements to the airfield and systems were slow in being completed
because preparing for flying on the weekend had to take priority. This was reported
as putting considerable pressure on the ground crews. In apparent frustration the
aerodrome records reported that the telescrambler was ‘still not ready for use’ but
the records were much more positive in declaring that the ORPs and ASP had been
toned down in colour, their fresh concrete doubtless had made the airfield highly
visible for potential attackers - although it might also have been helpful to returning
aircraft when their pilots had been involved in a strenuous combat exercise.
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October also brought a formal investigation into the firing of a cannon shell into
Mablethorpe; no indication of the outcome or any further details of the event are
given in the records.
The busy year’s flying rumbled to a standstill in December as a result of inclement
weather with only one day available in the whole month and just twenty-five hours
logged by 504 Squadron with 616 Squadron not visiting. On the 16 th a Sabre from
North Luffenham crashed at Long Whatton and the Fire Section provided a
temporary crash guard.

Continued in Part 2
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